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SalesDocket is designed to simplify the complicated automobile 
sales business, empowering you to manage your business real 
time and increase your profits.

OBJECTIVE
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SalesDocket Founded by The Experts

Founders

Started in 2015 with a vision to 
develop a tool that redefines 

automobile sales management
and addresses the lacunas to an 

extent that business runs in 
auto mode

SalesDocket works as a personal 
assistant for all role holders and 

assists them in daily ‘work to 
do’ and follow SOPs. 

SalesDocket is purely a next 
generation sales management 

tool

Founding team has over a 
decade of experience in 

automobile sales with the 
dealerships and the 

manufacturers. SalesDocket is a 
tailor made sales management 

solution developed by the 
people who are hands on with 

complete sales process
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Bhanu Khetarpal
MBA Marketing

17 years of experience 
of sales as a dealer 

principal of both 
motorcycle and car 

manufacturers

Amit Dhamiwal
B Tech Mechanical

18 years of experience 
of sales with both 

motorcycle and car 
manufacturers

Sanjeev Agarwal
B Tech Computer Sc

20 years of IT 
experience managing 

large automation 
development and 
transformation 

programs globally

Founders Have Hands-on Experience with
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What is SalesDocket ?

More of a sales MANAGEMENT application?

More of a sales GROWTH application?

SalesDocket is less of a sales management application and more of a sales growth 
application. SalesDocket power analytics helps you know where to focus while 
application takes care of the basic sales process seamlessly and makes it function on 
auto pilot
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SalesDocket is designed with a philosophy of

MEASURE       ACT       GROW

Each and every activity done through the application is 
measured and points towards a specific action to increase 

business revenue and sales growth

SalesDocket Philosophy
OUR
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Not an ERP to manage data
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Identify lacunas 

Provoke actions 

Increases efficiency

SalesDocket provokes actions at every level from sales consultant at dealership to 
country sales head, that why it is not a sales MANAGEMENT application rather it is 

more of a sales GROWTH application

SalesDocket Is not an ERP
OUR
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SalesDocket powers sales across sectors
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SalesDocket Ideal for Multiple Auto Businesses

SalesDocket
helps in managing multiple

AUTO 
BUSINESSES

on the go
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DEALERSHIP MANAGEMENT
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How many customers 
bought competitor vehicle 
without test driving your 
product?

What was the follow up 
discipline of enquiries which 
were lost?

Which of your existing active 
leads are under threat of 
being lost?

How many enquiries you lost 
because your were not able 
to meet customer’s exchange 
value expectation?

Questions before we start…
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SalesDocket gives on time reminders to make sure no follow up is missed and 
remarks captured instantly. Only authentic follow ups are allowed

SalesDocket Manages your Follow Ups
OUR
PRODUCT
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SalesDocket records enquiry follow up history and makes it available before every 
follow up so that you can decide your selling pitch before to meet or call customer

Customer handling is a first step towards successful sales. SalesDocket makes sure 
only one sales consultant handles customer and customer do not get multiple 
offers across network

Passing on important information to each and every individual across the 
network without communication gap is easy with SalesDocket. No mails or 
phone calls required to get updated prices or schemes

SalesDocket manages things to do at every step and makes sure each role holder 
follows the SOP



360° review on the go increases efficiency at every step and boosts sales

SalesDocket Manages Sales Force
OUR
PRODUCT
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No daily reports required in SalesDocket. All stake holders, Dealer, Manager, 
Regional Office and Head Office gets real time reports and updates of what’s 
happening in field and on floor

SalesDocket manages attrition, Important data related to sales enquiries is saved 
and gets transferred to new sales consultant so that he can start working from 
where other sales consultant left

SalesDocket manages all the important approvals on the go. Each approval in 
digitally signed with the approver’s name

Along with real time tracking, SalesDocket empowers managers to take instant 
actions and grow business by distributing important enquiries to performing 
sales stars



SalesDocket delivery process is designed to ensure maximum up-selling ensuring 
maximum revenue generation. Each value added or earning opportunity is mapped 
with reasons for non conversion to understand the steps required to grow business

SalesDocket Manages Sales Force
OUR
PRODUCT
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SalesDocket manages pending payments with approval and date of recovery. 
Sales consultant gets reminders to follow up for pending payments and update 
once received

SalesDocket is ideal for single point billing. All the sales file with approvals is sent 
to a single point for collection and verification of payment receipts. Each payment is 
recorded with receipt details for proper accounting. Vehicle is only delivered if 
billing desk acknowledges receipts of payments

SalesDocket manages things to do at every step and makes sure each role holder 
follows the SOP

Central Billing



SalesDocket keeps your customers updated through auto SMSs. Smart greetings are 
designed to maintain customer connect and improves buying experience  

SalesDocket Connects with Customers and Manages Data
OUR
PRODUCT
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SalesDocket is scientifically designed to make sure it is easy to use for both urban 
and rural sales network teams 

SalesDocket manages sales documentation and head office can instantly receive 
sales files with full documentation. Sharing of documents is instant and can be 
reviewed at any time

SalesDocket secures 100% data as NO data related to customers is saved in sales 
consultants mobile. Data gets saved securely in cloud

Purchase order

Insurance copy

Pan certificate

Tax clearance copy

Company registration 

certificate

Share certificate copy

Citizenship certificate



DISTRIBUTOR MANAGEMENT
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Which brands model is 
biggest threat in future?

Which marketing strategy is 
bringing most of the sales?

What is the top reason for 
not buying my product?

What offer should I give on 
which model in which city?

Questions before we start…

What are strengths of each of 
my models?
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SalesDocket gives Regional Office wise real time sales analytics on the go to the 
Sales Head in mobile phone which helps in instant review

SalesDocket Analyzes Your Business
OUR
PRODUCT
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SalesDocket gives Dealer wise real time sales analytics on the go to the Regional 
Officers in mobile phone which helps in managing dealerships efficiently

Why or why not we sell? SalesDocket gives head office top reasons for selling and 
not selling in particular region for a particular car model and tells you, in which age 
group of customer are you popular in 

Which brand is threat to business? SalesDocket gives you complete mapping of 
competition models with your models and alerts you about potential threats to 
safeguard your business before you lose it

Brand shift? SalesDocket gives you powerful analytics of brands and models, 
whose customers are shifting to your products so that you know where to focus 
and how to market



SalesDocket equips Head Office to have a paperless real time review of Dealers by 
comparing them with other dealers having similar quantum of business vis a vis 
country’s business average on every possible performance parameter

SalesDocket Analyzes Your Business
OUR
PRODUCT
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SalesDocket gives you inputs about which marketing strategy is working out to be 
best in which city

SalesDocket gives you in depth review on every sales lost. You get to know the age 
of the lead, if the test drive was given, was customer interested in competition, 
what was the difference in exchange expectations, what was the follow up 
discipline, what was the reason for losing sales, etc.

SalesDocket helps you to drill down to the root cause and identify business 
leakage and take immediate action by extracting relevant data support in 
Microsoft excel format

Print Advertisements

Banners

Radio

TV ad
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InterpretationAnalysisComparisonSegregation
Data

Compilation
ACTION

Taken care by SalesDocket real time Area Manager to take action

SalesDocket empowers Area Sales Managers to only focus on actions and growth in sales 
as from data compilation to data analytics is already available round the clock with real 
time updated data on the mobile handset

SalesDocket Helps Managers to Take Action
OUR
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HO Monitors Status
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SalesDocket manages call center and digital enquires in the most efficient way. Enquiries are 
distributed across country instantly with immediate call follow up scheduled on sales 
consultant’s mobile phone. Head Office can monitor the action taken or not taken by the outlet

SalesDocket Manages Call Centers and Digital Leads
OUR
PRODUCT

HO Uploads Digital Enquires Enquiries Gets Distributed



SalesDocket get integrated with your existing ERP
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SalesDocket can be integrated 
with existing ERP through 

offline excel data import/export. 
SalesDocket generates excel 
periodically for ERP updation
and tracks enquiries with ERP 

tracking codes

SalesDocket can be integrated 
through API (application 

program interface) and ERP can 
be integrated daily at the end of 

the day

SaleDocket can be integrated 
real time with the existing ERP if 

it is allowed and compatible 
with the current ERP

Option 1
offline integration

Option 2**
direct integration

Option 3**
real time integration

** Subject to permission from existing ERP ** Subject to permission from existing ERP
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SalesDocket Integrates with any ERP
OUR
PRODUCT



BUSINESS ANALYTICS
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Track your model wise enquiry inflow with an option to view date wise, month 
wise, region wise and outlet wise and instantly compare to last month and last year 
data

SalesDocket Business tracker
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Get the most in depth lost sales analysis with an option to extract customer data to 
take corrective action

SalesDocket Lost sales analysis
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SalesDocket gives you detailed analysis on enquiries which are currently active but 
have a tendency to be lost if not taken care of immediately

SalesDocket Possible lost leads
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Know your customer enquiries thoroughly to sell more. Understand the nature and 
interests of your customer enquiries in your territory

SalesDocket Enquiry analysis
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Analyze your car sales to understand the current sales trend and customers’ buying 
trend to be in pace with the changing world

SalesDocket Delivery analysis
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Closed leads can be analyzed and reviewed separately to make sure there is no 
business leakages and business loss

SalesDocket Closed leads analysis
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Real time target vs achievement monitoring. Identify outlets above and below 
country’s average target achievement 

SalesDocket Monitor Target vs Achievement
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Compare key performance parameters of any outlet with other outlets and with 
national average. Review your outlets with real time live performance data 

SalesDocket Review Your Outlets
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Why choose SalesDocket ?
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SalesDocket Why choose SalesDocket ?
OUR
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Zero implementation cost – There is absolutely ZERO implementation cost as 
SalesDocket does not require desktops or laptops for sales workforce. They can 
simply use their existing smart phones
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No training required– SalesDocket does not require regular training sessions like 
most ERPs do. Only one good familiarization session can make dealership sales 
workforce start using SalesDocket

No need of regular technical support – As there is ZERO hardware requirement for 
implementing SalesDocket, there is hardly any requirement of regular support. 
Even then we are happy to be available for providing support online 

Instant activation– SalesDocket is designed to Plug and Play. Your business gets 
digitized instantly. SalesDocket is ready to use, just download and get going, it 
starts delivering results immediately after implementation



SalesDocket Manage Multiple Countries
OUR
PRODUCT

SalesDocket manages automobile business across multiple countries with multiple 
brands. Get to the micro level analysis real time on the go 



SalesDocket is as VAST as

Automobile Sales Business
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There is lots more in SalesDocket

Find out more over a cup of coffee

call us on

+91-98120-38885
or drop a whatsapp message on

+91-8699665693

Or register your interest at

www.TeamDigitizers.com/IWantSalesDocket
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Oj00UpPG1A | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zts2aiMfF0Y
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Oj00UpPG1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zts2aiMfF0Y


C 

We believe that SalesDocket will address your pain points in 
automobile sales management so that you can drive business 
towards growth and profits.

THANK YOU
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Corp Office: GF – 29,

DLF Golf Course Road, Sec – 53,

Gurgaon 122011 (HR) India

(+91) -124-4234569

Registered Address - # 47, 

Nyaypuri Karnal (HR) India, 

132001

Directors
Bhanu Khetarpal

+91-9812038885

bhanu@teamdigitizers.com

Amit Dhamiwal

+91-8699665693

amit@teamdigitizers.com
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